Restaurants near Campus

1. **Market Square**: The campus cafeteria. Multiple food stations serving hamburgers, pizza, salad, etc., all for one price.
2. **Chik-fil-A**: Chicken sandwiches.
3. **McDonald’s**: McDonald’s is... you know what it is.
4. **Kroger**: Actually, this is a grocery store, but they make sushi in-house every day, and also have a small salad bar (here “small” modifies “bar,” not “salad”).
5. **Starbucks**: Inside the Kroger’s.
6. **Einstein Bros. Bagels**: Decent solid tori and sandwiches served on solid tori.
7. **Potbelly**: Probably the best sandwich place in the area. Downside: you may encounter the loud and marginally talented guitar player-singer who sometimes performs at lunchtime.
8. **Shep’s Place**: They advertise “Off The Hook Seafood.” It’s new – I haven’t tried it yet.
9. **Dutch’s Hamburgers**: TCU lunch hangout. Many students here say Dutch’s has the best hamburgers in town. Many students here also say that if the terms of a series go to zero, then the series converges.
10. **Buffalo Brothers**: Another TCU lunch hangout; this one features Buffalo wings.
11. **Jimmy John’s**: If you like inexpensive sandwiches from a restaurant with an alliterative name, this is the place for you.
12. **Pizza Snob**: Serves individual pizzas. The organizers having varying opinions as to the quality of this restaurant.
13. **McAlister’s Deli**: It’s a deli whose iced tea is not nearly as good as they think it is.
14. **Fuzzy’s Taco Shop**: Quirky place that serves Tex-Mex with a twist. Go with the tempura shrimp tacos.
15. **Los Vaqueros**: Family-run sit-down Mexican restaurant. Among the Mexican restaurants in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, this one is in the middle of the pack, which means if you are not from Texas, you will think this place is amazing.
16. **Toppers Pizza**: Move along – you can do better than this.
17. **Perrotti’s Pizza**: Long time TCU institution. Pretty good pizzas and sandwiches.
18. **Taste N See Chicken and Waffles**: I have not been there, but I imagine they serve chicken. And waffles.
19. **Salata**: Be the architect of your very own salad!
20. **Jack in the Box**: Not my thing, but it’s your lunch.
21. **Subway**: I first went to a Subway in Starkville, Mississippi in 1987. They told me that by the turn of the century, Subway would be one of the largest fast food chains in the nation. Yeah, right...
22. **New Asia**: As the names suggests, it’s a pan-Asian restaurant. Not bad, for a pan-Asian restaurant.
23. **Whataburger**: A favorite fast food restaurant among Texans. I am not a Texan.